
 
The NAIC’s Capital Markets Bureau monitors developments in the capital markets globally 
and analyzes their potential impact on the investment portfolios of US insurance companies. A 
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Insurance Industry Holdings in Countries Recently Noted as Facing Financial Difficulties 
Since 2009, certain sovereign credits have been under intense pressure, especially the weakest 
eurozone credits. Five relative weak eurozone countries (Greece, Ireland, Portugal, Italy and 
Spain) have received the most attention. The first three countries have all been forced into 
requesting external financial assistance from the remainder of the European Union (EU), as well 
as the International Monetary Fund (IMF). First, Greece ran into trouble, even before the EU 
had developed an assistance mechanism for its member states. Next Ireland, and most recently 
Portugal, has needed assistance, but by then, the EU was at least partially prepared to supply 
the necessary support. 
While recent problems have been concentrated in the eurozone, they are not necessarily limited 
to occurring in just EU member states. In an effort to better inform readers about the 
international investment exposures of the insurance industry, we have developed the 
information contained below. 
In addition to those countries for which the rating agencies — Fitch Ratings (Fitch), Moody’s 
Investors Service (Moody’s) and Standard & Poor’s (S&P) — have recently taken formal rating 
actions, there has also been increasing rating pressure occurring in other countries. In some 
cases, the rating agencies have taken actions such as placing the rating on review for possible 
downgrade or changing the rating outlook to negative. In other less serious cases, the rating 
agencies have expressed concerns regarding credit trends in the country, although they might 
not have taken any rating action including an outlook change. 
Countries with negative outlooks or that are on review with all three rating agencies include 
Cyprus, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Japan, Portugal and Spain. All of these countries have also 
been downgraded in recent years by one or more rating agencies. 
In other cases, countries have negative outlooks or on review with one or more rating agencies, 
but have not been downgraded in recent years. Countries falling into this category — along with 
the rating agency and the date of the most recent outlook change — include Belgium (S&P, 
Dec. 14, 2010; Fitch, May 23, 2011), Italy (S&P, May 20, 2011), and the United States (S&P, 
April 18, 2011). In some cases, countries such as the United States and the UK have been 
discussed by rating agencies as being the subject of increasing credit trend concerns, but the 
rating agencies have not made any outlook changes as of yet. 
The information is divided into two sections. The first table lists a group of countries for which 
one of more rating agency has taken an actual rating action (upgrade or downgrade on its long-
term sovereign rating) since Dec. 31, 2009. In the table, we include a ratings history for the 
long-term sovereign debt rating for each of the three major rating agencies. We have also 
included a measure of the sovereign’s debt as a percentage of gross domestic product (debt-to-
GDP) as of Dec. 31, 2010, as calculated by Fitch Ratings. The debt-to-GDP is considered a key 
indicator of the economic health of a country. A low debt-to-GDP ratio indicates an economy 
that produces a large number of goods and services and probably profits that are sufficiently 
high enough to repay the country’s debts. A government with a low debt-to-GDP ratio is 
generally considered stronger financially than a country with a higher debt-to-GDP ratio. 
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Lastly, we have included the insurance industry’s total investment related holdings for each 
country as of Dec. 31, 2010. 
The second chart contains the same information, but this time for a selection of leading 
countries for which no rating agency has taken a rating action during this time period. In this 
table, we have defined a rating action as an actual change in the long-term sovereign rating for 
the country. In some cases, while the actual sovereign rating might not have changed, the rating 
agency might have changed the outlook for the sovereign rating or placed the rating under 
review for a possible rating change. This table includes all of the EU member states not in the 
first table, plus any remaining countries that were in insurance industry’s top 10 country 
exposures. 

 
Eurozone Crisis Exposure 
We have analyzed in additional detail the insurance industry’s exposure to the five key 
eurozone member states that have been of most concern during this period. The eurozone 
crisis has been expanding almost daily since it began in November 2009, when a newly 
installed Greek government announced that the country’s actual 2009 deficit would be more 
than twice its previous expectations. This surprising announcement focused considerable 
attention on the true financial position of the weaker eurozone sovereigns, throwing into 
question the accuracy of eurozone member states’ published financial statistics. 
The NAIC has published a previous report on the eurozone sovereign crisis and its potential 
impact on the U.S. insurance industry’s investment holdings. This report updates and expands 
that report. Early in 2010, the NAIC conducted a stress test of the industry’s exposure to the 
eurozone credits discussed in this report to identify any problematic investment concentrations 
in insurers’ investment portfolios. The test assumed significant realized losses in the industry’s 
holdings and rating agency downgrades for all of the five named countries. 



In turn, Greece, Ireland and Portugal have each been forced by market forces to request explicit 
financial support from entities affiliated with the EU and the IMF. The governments of Ireland 
and Portugal lost no confidence votes and have since had new governments elected due to 
domestic dissatisfaction with unfolding events. The current governments of Greece and Spain 
are also under heavy domestic pressure due to the poor state of their respective economies, 
heavy budget cuts and tax increases. 
While each of these five countries is dealing with meaningful financial issues, they clearly fall 
into two different groups. Greece, Ireland and Portugal have all already received or have 
requested external financial assistance. Their access since early 2010 to normal funding 
sources has been severely limited by debt markets that would require prohibitive pricing 
concessions. Greece has not accessed the public debt markets since it requested external aid 
from the EU and IMF on April 23, 2010. Ireland has not accessed the public debt markets since 
it requested external aid on Nov. 21, 2010. Portugal has not accessed the public debt markets 
since it requested external aid on April 6, 2011. As of June 9, 2011, the prices of the current 10-
year sovereign bonds for Greece, Ireland and Portugal, respectively, are €53, €65 and €61, with 
respective yields of 16.8%, 11.1% and 10.4%. 
There has been extensive public discussion about the ability of these countries, especially 
Greece and Portugal and possibly even Ireland, to be able to realistically repay their respective 
large existing debt burdens. Not only does each country have a large existing debt burden, but 
unfavorable debt financing costs plus current government operating deficits makes the 
repayment of the countries’ debt even more challenging. It is possible that some or all three of 
these countries will have to eventually restructure their existing debt in some fashion. Some 
eurozone members have suggested that be a condition of further aid, while others have 
suggested this need to be avoided, given the expected turmoil that would result. One suggested 
compromise has been a voluntary, but incentivized “re-profiling” that would extend maturities. It 
is uncertain if this would still be considered a credit event in the credit default swap (CDS) 
market. 
Italy and Spain continue to have current access to public debt markets, albeit at elevated pricing 
levels. Italy issued its last long-term debt issue of €8.3 billion of 10-year debt on May 30, 2011. 
The current spread on Italy’s 10-year sovereign debt is 173 basis points (bps) over the 
benchmark comparable German bund as of May 26, 2011. Spain issued its last long-term debt 
issue of €3.4 billion of five-year debt on May 5, 2011. The current spread on Spain’s 10-year 
sovereign debt is 230 bps over the benchmark comparable German bund as of May 26, 2011. 
There remains a distinct possibility that these two countries may be able to survive this crisis 
without requiring formal external assistance or a debt restructuring if all goes well. 
Industry Holdings 
The NAIC staff has analyzed the investment exposure of the U.S. domiciled insurance industry 
as of Dec. 31, 2010. We have classified all investment holdings by the investment’s country of 
origin, as well as by investment category. The total investment for all five countries was $21.3 
billion as of Dec. 31, 2010. Spain and Italy also had significant investments. The investments 
related to Greece and Portugal is comparatively small, in the range of $1 billion each. 
We have also classified these investments by the nature of the investee. Our debt categories 
are government debt, debt of communications companies, debt of financial companies, asset-
backed securities, debt of utility companies and all other corporate debt. The industry also owns 
a fairly small amount of common and preferred stock. All of the debt categories are 
approximately equal in size for the five countries as a group, although they are distributed quite 
differently country by country. 



 
Investments by Country 
Ireland: Thelargest exposure by a considerable margin is related to Ireland at $10.1 billion. This 
is 47% of the total exposure for all five countries combined. Less than 1% of the total is in 
government debt, so the direct exposure to the sovereign is almost insignificant. 
Spain: Spain is the second-largest country exposure, at $6.7 billion. More than half of this 
amount is invested in Telefonica, a multinational communications company. Telefonica is the 
dominant telephone company in Spain. Telefonica has extensive operations outside of Spain, 
especially in Latin America, and is the fifth-largest mobile phone network operator in the world. 
Italy: Italy is third-largest, with the industry having a $2.6 billion investment. The largest portion 
is $925 million invested in Italian government sovereign debt. 
Greece: The entire exposure to Greece is $1.2 billion, nearly all of which is in sovereign debt of 
the Greek government. There is high degree of likelihood that this investment will become 
impaired at some point, if it has not been impaired already. 
Portugal: The entire exposure to Portugal is $831 million, with 65% of this in government debt. 
The remainder is in other corporate debt and banks. As with Greek government debt, the 
potential for impairment remains quite high. 
Categories of Investments 
For the most part, as a group, the industry’s investments are evenly split among our primary 
categories: government sovereign debt, debt of communications companies, debt of banks, 
debt of financial companies, debt of utility companies and all other corporate debt. There is also 
a smaller slice of asset-backed securities. The industry also owns a fairly small amount of 
common and preferred stock. Much of the common and preferred stock investments are actually 
investments in current or former business affiliates, although they are classified as investments 
on the company’s financial statements. 
Government: This category is the debt of the sovereign country itself, as well as any sub-
sovereign related investments for the country. Total holdings in this category are $3.5 billion. 
The largest exposures (in descending order) are in Greece, Italy and Spain. Over the past few 
months, all three rating agencies have taken major negative rating actions for some of these 
countries. In addition, if future circumstances do not work out well, significant additional rating 
actions are possible. However, the size of these holdings is sufficiently small to not be a 
meaningful issue overall. 
In general, the holdings are not of short-dated paper, but of maturities of five years or longer. In 
particular, the largest holdings of Greece are in the 10- to 15-year maturity category. 



 
Communications: This category is debt issued by communications companies. The total amount 
held is $3.8 billion. It is almost all debt issued by Telefonica of Spain. Telefonica is an 
investment-grade credit rated Baa1 by Moody’s and A- by Standard & Poor’s. Telefonica has a 
substantial portion of its operations outside of Spain, giving the company a considerable degree 
of geographic diversification from Spain. 
Non-bank financial: This is debt issued by financial entities excluding banks. The total exposure 
in this category is $2.4 billion. This debt is primarily issued by Irish and Spanish institutions. 
Banks: This is debt issued by banks. The total exposure in this category is $2.1 billion. This debt 
is primarily issued by Irish and Spanish institutions. The largest financial holding is Banco 
Santander of Spain at $649 million, which is rated Aa2 by Moody’s and AA by Standard & 
Poor’s. Santander has extensive operations in several parts of the world outside of Spain, 
including the United States. The second-largest holding is $475 million of DEPFA Bank plc of 
Ireland, which is rated Baa3 by Moody’s and BBB by Standard & Poor’s. While DEPFA is based 
in Ireland, it is 100% owned by Hypo Real Estate Holding AG of Germany. 
Asset-backed securities: This category includes all forms of asset-backed debt. This category 
totals $1.2 billion and it is based on Ireland as the transactions’ country of domicile. However, 
Ireland has been used as issuing domicile primarily due to favorable tax treatment. (Bermuda 
and Cayman Islands are similarly used for structured securities.) These transactions often have 
little or no real exposure to the Irish economy. For purposes of the listing, transactions that 
obviously had no real Ireland exposure were eliminated. The remaining holdings could similarly 
have little or no exposure, but were less obviously so. The largest holding is $97 million of 
VEGA ContainerVessel, which was used to fund the purchase of 12 container ships and is rated 
Ba3 by Moody’s and not rated by Standard & Poor’s. The second-largest holding is $85 million 
of bonds issued by Ballantyne Re, plc, which is no longer rated by Moody’s and has a C and 
CC(sf) deep non-investment grade, unsolicited rating from Standard & Poor’s. 
Utilities: This category is for non-communication utility companies, such as electric, gas and 
water utilities. This category totals $2.5 billion. Historically, utilities have been considered some 
of the lowest risk forms of corporate debt, due to the stable and vital nature of the issuer. Almost 
all of this debt is issued by Irish-based companies. The largest holding is $1.1 billon issued by 
Electricity Supply Board, which is Ireland’s leading electric utility. The second-largest holding is 
$642 million of Bord Gais Eireann, which is the leading Irish natural gas utility. 
Other corporate debt: This includes any form of debt issued by any company that does not fall in 
one of the other above categories. The total for this category is $4.6 billion, with it predominantly 



issued by Irish entities. The largest Irish holding is Kerry Group at $1.1 billion. Kerry Group is 
not rated by Moody’s or Standard & Poor’s. In 2010, 88% of Kerry Group’s third-party revenue 
was from customers located out of Ireland. 
Common and preferred stock: This is common and preferred stock issued by a company based 
in one of these five countries. The total holdings falling in this category is $1.7 billion. More than 
half of this is related to Irish companies. The largest investment is $459 million invested in 
Chartis Excess Ltd., which is an operating company of the worldwide American International 
Group, Inc. (AIG). The second-largest holding is $117 million in PineBridge Investments, which 
was also part of the AIG group until March 2010, when it was sold to a third party. 
The situation among the named eurozone members, as well as other economically challenged 
nations, will continue to be a dynamic and evolving situation that the NAIC staff will follow 
closely and report on regularly. 



 



 
  

 

Questions and comments are always welcome. Please contact the Capital Markets Bureau 
at CapitalMarkets@naic.org. 
The views expressed in this publication do not necessarily represent the views of NAIC, its 
officers or members. NO WARRANTY IS MADE, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OF ANY OPINION OR INFORMATION GIVEN OR MADE IN THIS 
PUBLICATION. 
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